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Introduction 
 

Inside you’ll discover that I seldom provide any opinions.  I’m just the messenger 

bringing you the facts.   

 

Thomas J. Hughes had everything to live for.  He was twenty-nine years old and had a 

long, prosperous life ahead of him.  He had a job he loved at a prestigious Park Avenue 

investment bank in New York City.  Thomas’ friends described him as happy, jovial, 

good looking, and very sociable.  He was single and was living in a million dollar 

apartment.  Why then on the morning of May 28th did Thomas go up to the roof of his 

luxury apartment building and jump off, falling twenty-four stories to his death? 

 

The press is satisfied with calling this just another case of Wall Street high pressure and 

stress becoming too much for someone.  Evidence of drug use was found in Thomas’ 

apartment leading the mainstream media to conclude that this was just a mix of drugs, 

alcohol, and the fear of failure. 

 

Thomas’ father, John, admitted that “If you met him you would say this is the opposite 

person who would seem like the kind of person who was considering taking this type of 

action.”Thomas left no note nor gave any indication that he could be contemplating 

such an act.  Yet ,Thomas is dead after falling twenty-four stories. 

 

Nothing more to see here, right?  Well, not so fast.  Thomas’ case is just the latest in a 

rising tide of such deaths.  It seems that bank executive is becoming a very high-risk 

profession.  Since January 2013, there have been over seventy suspicious deaths of high-

level bank executives around the world.  Many of these classified as suicides and many 

of those by leaping off of high buildings, though one banker supposedly shot himself 

seven times with a nail gun!  Is this possible? I suppose so – but it’s a little weird. 

 



And there seems to be a VERY high concentration of these “suicides” involving current 

or former employees of JP Morgan.  The same JP Morgan that was one of the six 

companies recently found guilty of manipulating the foreign exchange market and fined 

billions.  

 

Maybe this is all coincidence.  Maybe this is all some kind of statistical fluke, but then 

again, maybe not.  There very well could be something dark and sinister protecting 

itself. 

 

Theories abound by what’s at the root of this and there may very well be more than one 

motivation at work.  The deaths could be to silence whistle-blowers and to deter any 

who might expose efforts to manipulate markets.  Many suspect that the high frequency 

trading done by computers is rigged and an insider who might leak the details could 

have their “account reduced to zero” if you know what I mean. 

 

Melissa Millan, a senior vice president with the Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance 

Company, was jogging when she was attacked and stabbed in the chest with an “edged 

weapon”.  She died on the jogging path and was found sometime later by a motorist.  

She had not been robbed nor sexually assaulted.  Is there any connection between 

Millan’s murder and the surge of bank suicides?  hmmmmmm maybe. 

 

It’s now known that Millan had access to confidential and highly sensitive information 

about the profits large banks are making on what the industry calls “dead peasants 

insurance”.  Dead peasants insurance is officially called corporate-owned life insurance 

(COLI) or bank-owned life insurance (BOLI).  These are life insurance policies that the 

banks take out on their employees.  When a so insured employee dies, the insurance pay 

out goes to the bank.  The employees or the employees’ family may not even be aware 

that such a policy exists. 

 



These policies build up a cash value that is earned on a tax-free basis.  In addition, any 

death benefit paid out is free of any federal tax liability.  These dead peasant insurance 

policies therefore could have a significant impact on the profitability of the banks 

holding them.  However, the dollar amount and the profitability impact are tightly held 

secrets.  For some reason, the banks do not want the impact made public despite plus 

shareholders having the right to know where a company’s profits come from.  

 

Millan had intimate knowledge about the financial impact of such policies and she ends 

up brutally murdered.  Maybe it’s a coincidence.  Maybe all these deaths are just terrible 

coincidences.  Or maybe our financial institutions are criminal enterprises hiding their 

nefarious activities at all costs.  The “too big to fail” center of our economy may very well 

be dark and evil to the core. 

  



 

Mysterious Deaths of Bankers are Now Classified as 

“Trade Secrets”.  What’s going on? 

 

It doesn’t get any more Orwellian than this: Wall Street mega banks crash the U.S. 

financial system in 2008. Hundreds of thousands of financial industry workers lose 

their jobs. Then, beginning late last year, a rash of suspicious deaths start to occur 

among current and former bank employees.   

 

Next we learn that four of the Wall Street mega banks likely hold over $680 billion face 

amount of life insurance on their workers, payable to the banks, not the families. We ask 

their Federal regulator for the details of this life insurance under a Freedom of 

Information Act request and we’re told the information constitutes “trade secrets.” 

 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the life expectancy of most 

25 year old males with a Bachelor’s degree or higher is 81 years of age. But five highly 

educated JPMorgan male employees in their 30s and one former employee aged 28, 

have died under suspicious circumstances, including three of whom allegedly 

leaped off buildings – a statistical rarity even during this time. 

 

Some people are having a problem with the so-called coincidence theory. Both 

JPMorgan and Citigroup also own massive amounts of bank-owned life insurance 

(BOLI), a controversial practice that pays the corporation when a current or former 

employee dies. (In the case of former employees, the banks conduct regular “death 

sweeps” of public records using former employees’ Social Security numbers to learn if a 

former employee has died and then submits a request for payment of the death benefit 

to the insurance company.) 



Wall Street On Parade carefully researched public death announcements over the past 

12 months which named the decedent as a current or former employee of Citigroup or 

its commercial banking unit, Citibank. We found no data suggesting Citigroup was 

experiencing the same rash of deaths of young men in their 30s as JPMorgan Chase. 

Nobody discovered any press reports of leaps from buildings among Citigroup’s 

workers. 

 

Given the above set of facts, on March 21 of this year, a letter was sent to the regulator of 

national banks, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), seeking the 

following information under the Freedom of Information Act. 

 

The number of deaths from 2008 through March 21, 2014 on which JPMorgan Chase 

collected death benefits; the total face amount of BOLI life insurance in force at 

JPMorgan; the total number of former and current employees of JPMorgan Chase who 

are insured under these policies; showing the same data comparing JPMorgan Chase.  

 

The FFIEC’s web site provided access to the consolidated financial statements of the 

bank holding companies of not just JPMorgan Chase but all of the largest Wall Street 

banks.  

 

Four of Wall Street’s largest banks hold a total of $68.1 billion in BOLI assets. Using 

Michael Myers’ approximate 10 to 1 ratio, that would mean that over time, just these 

four banks could potentially collect upwards of $681 billion in tax free income from life 

insurance proceeds on their current and former workers. (Death benefits are received 

tax free as is the buildup in cash value in the policies.) The breakdown in BOLI assets is 

as follows as of December 31, 2013: 

Bank of America    $22.7 billion 



Wells Fargo             18.7 billion 

JPMorgan Chase      17.9 billion 

Citigroup                   8.8 billion 

In addition to specifics on the BOLI assets, the consolidated financial statements also 

showed what each bank was reporting as “Earnings on/increase in value of cash 

surrender value of life insurance” as of December 31, 2013. Those amounts are as 

follows: 

Bank of America   $625 million 

Wells Fargo           566 million 

JPMorgan Chase    686 million 

Citigroup                     0 

 

Given the size of these numbers, there is another aspect to BOLI that should raise alarm 

bells among both regulators and shareholders. The Wall Street banks are using a process 

called “separate accounts” for large amounts of their BOLI assets with reports of some 

funds never actually leaving the bank and/or being invested in hedge funds, suggesting 

lessons from the past have not been learned. 

 

On May 20, 2008, Bloomberg News reported that Wachovia Corp. (now owned by Wells 

Fargo) and Fifth Third Bancorp reported major losses on failed gambles with BOLI 

assets. “Wachovia reported a $315 million first-quarter loss in its bank-owned life 

insurance program, known as BOLI, because of investments in hedge funds managed by 

Citigroup Inc. Fifth Third said in a lawsuit filed last month that it had losses of $323 

million from Citigroup’s Falcon funds, which slumped more than 50 percent in the past 



year as the subprime market collapsed.” Citigroup’s Falcon Strategies hedge fund had 

lost as much as 75 percent of its value by May 2008. 

 

Following are the names and circumstances of the five young men in their 30s employed 

by JPMorgan who experienced sudden deaths since December along with the one 

former employee. 

 

Joseph M. Ambrosio, age 34, of Sayreville, New Jersey, passed away on December 

7, 2013 at Raritan Bay Medical Center, Perth Amboy, New Jersey. He was employed as 

a Financial Analyst for J.P. Morgan Chase in Menlo Park. On March 18, 2014, Wall 

Street On Parade learned from an immediate member of the family that Joseph M. 

Ambrosio died suddenly from Acute Respiratory Syndrome. 

 

Jason Alan Salais, 34 years old, died December 15, 2013 outside a Walgreens 

inPearland, Texas. A family member confirmed that the cause of death was a heart 

attack. According to the LinkedIn profile for Salais, he was engaged in Client Technology 

Service “L3 Operate Support” and previously “FXO Operate L2 Support” at JPMorgan. 

Prior to joining JPMorgan in 2008, Salais had worked as a Client Software Technician at 

SunGard and a UNIX Systems Analyst at Logix Communications. 

 

Gabriel Magee, 39, died on the evening of January 27, 2014 or the morning 

of January 28, 2014. Magee was discovered at approximately 8:02 a.m. lying on a 

9th level rooftop at the Canary Wharf European headquarters of JPMorgan Chase at 25 

Bank Street, London. His specific area of specialty at JPMorgan was “Technical 

architecture oversight for planning, development, and operation of systems for fixed 

income securities and interest rate derivatives.” A coroner’s inquest to determine the 

cause of death is scheduled for May 20, 2014 in London. 

 



Ryan Crane, age 37, died February 3, 2014, at his home in Stamford, Connecticut. 

The Chief Medical Examiner’s office is still in the process of determining a cause of 

death. Crane was an Executive Director involved in trading at JPMorgan’s New York 

office. Crane’s death on February 3 was not reported by any major media until February 

13, ten days later, when Bloomberg News ran a brief story. 

 

Dennis Li (Junjie), 33 years old, died February 18, 2014 as a result of a purported 

fall from the 30-story Chater House office building in Hong Kong where JPMorgan 

occupied the upper floors. Li is reported to have been an accounting major who worked 

in the finance department of the bank. 

 

Kenneth Bellando, age 28, was found outside his East Side Manhattan apartment 

building on March 12, 2014.  The building from which Bellando allegedly jumped was 

only six stories – by no means ensuring that death would result. The young Bellando 

had previously worked for JPMorgan Chase as an analyst and was the brother of 

JPMorgan employee John Bellando, who was referenced in the Senate Permanent 

Subcommittee on Investigations’ report on how JPMorgan had hid losses and lied to 

regulators in the London Whale derivatives trading debacle that resulted in losses of at 

least $6.2 billion. 

  



 

LIST OF DEAD MILLIONAIRE BANKERS 

 

1. Nov - Shawn Miller, 42, Citigroup managing director - found dead in bathtub with 

throat slashed. Murder weapon is missing. - Reference. 

 

2. Oct - Edmund Reilly, 47, a trader at Midtown's Vertical Group, threw himself in front 

of a speeding Long Island Rail Road commuter train. - Reference. 

 

3. Jan - William 'Bill' Broeksmit, 58, HUNG/POSSIBLE SUICIDE - Reference. 

 

4. June - Richard Gravino, 49, Application Team Lead, JP Morgan, SUDDEN DEATH 

cause unknown/pending 

 

5. June - James McDonald - President & CEO of Rockefeller & Co - apparently self-

inflicted, GUNSHOT WOUND 

 

6. May - Thomas Schenkman, 42, Managing Director of Global Infrastructure, JP 

Morgan, SUDDEN DEATH, cause unknown/pending 

 

7. May - Naseem Mubeen - Assistant Vice President ZBTL Bank, Islamabad, SUICIDE 

jumped 

 

8. May - Daniel Leaf - senior manager at the Bank of Scotland/Saracen Fund Managers, 

FELL OFF A CLIFF 

 

9. May - Nigel Sharvin - Senior Relationship Manager Ulster Bank manage portfolio of 

distressed businesses, ACCIDENTAL DROWNING 

 

10. April - Lydia (no surname given) 52, France's Bred-Banque-Populaire, SUICIDE 

jumped -Reference. 

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2014-11-19/senior-citi-banker-found-dead-bathtub-slashed-throat
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579769/Manhattan-trader-throws-commuter-train-mark-11th-suicide-financial-professionals-year-alone.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579769/Manhattan-trader-throws-commuter-train-mark-11th-suicide-financial-professionals-year-alone.html
http://www.leparisien.fr/val-de-marne-94/une-cellule-psy-a-la-bred-apres-le-suicide-d-une-salariee-23-04-2014-3789391.php#xtref=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zerohedge.com%2Fnews%2F2014-04-24%2F52-year-old-french-banker-jumps-her-death-paris-after-questioning-her-superiors


 

11. April - Li Jianhua, 49, Non-bank Financial Institutions Supervision Department of 

the regulator, HEART ATTACK 

 

12. April - Benedict Philippens, Director/Manager Bank Ans-Saint-Nicolas, SHOT 

 

13. April - Tanji Dewberry - Assistant Vice President, Credit Suisse, HOUSE FIRE 

 

14. April - Amir Kess, co-founder and managing director Markstone Capital Group 

private equity fund, CYCLIST HIT BY CAR 

 

15. April - Juergen Frick, 48, Bank Frick & Co. AG, SHOT Dead 

 

16. April - Jan Peter Schmittmann - former CEO of Dutch Bank ABN Amro, (Possibly 

suicide, SHOT) 

 

17. April - Andrew Jarzyk - Assistant Vice President, Commercial Banking at PNC 

Financial Services Group, MISSING/DEAD 

 

18. March - Mohamed Hamwi - System Analyst at Trepp, a financial data and analytics 

firm, SHOT 

 

19. March - Joseph Giampapa - JP Morgan lawyer, CYCLIST HIT BY MINIVAN 

 

20. March - Kenneth Bellando, 28, (youngest) former JP Morgan, SUICIDE, allegedly 

jumping from his apartment building. - Reference. 

 

21. Feb - John Ruiz Morgan Stanley Municipal Debt Analyst, died suddenly, NO CAUSE 

GIVEN 

 

22. Feb - Jason Alan Salais, 34, Information Technology specialist at JPMorgan, 

FOUND DEAD outside a Walgreens pharmacy 

http://rt.com/usa/twelfth-banker-suicide-finicial-world-634/


 

23. Feb - Autumn Radtke, CEO of First Meta Bitcoin, a cyber-currency exchange firm, 

"Suspected SUICIDE" - Reference. 

 

24. Feb - James Stuart Jr., Former National Bank of Commerce CEO, FOUND DEAD -

 Reference. 

 

25. Feb - Edmund (Eddie) Reilly, trader at Midtown's Vertical Group, SUICIDE 

 

26. Feb - Li Junjie, JP Morgan, Alleged SUICIDE after jumping from the JP Morgan HQ 

in Hong Kong - Reference. 

 

27. Feb - Ryan Henry Crane, 37, Executive at JP Morgan, SUDDEN DEATH cause 

unknown -Reference. 

 

28. Feb - Richard Talley -- A coroner's spokeswoman Thursday said Talley was found in 

his garage by a family member who called authorities. They said Talley died from seven 

or eight self-inflicted wounds from a nail gun fired into his torso and head. -- Reference. 

 

29. Jan - Gabriel Magee, 39, JP Morgan employee, dead after allegedly jumping from 

the rooftop of JP Morgan HQ in Europe - Reference. 

 

30. July - Julian Knott, 45, JPMorgan Executive Director, Global Tier 3 Network 

Operations, allegedly shot his wife multiple times, then shot himself dead. - Reference. 

 

https://missiongalacticfreedom.wordpress.com/2014/03/08/dead-bankers-scandal-bitcoin-ceo-dead/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579769/Manhattan-trader-throws-commuter-train-mark-11th-suicide-financial-professionals-year-alone.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579769/Manhattan-trader-throws-commuter-train-mark-11th-suicide-financial-professionals-year-alone.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579769/Manhattan-trader-throws-commuter-train-mark-11th-suicide-financial-professionals-year-alone.html
http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_25081462/under-investigation-american-title-ceo-dead-grisly-suicide
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579769/Manhattan-trader-throws-commuter-train-mark-11th-suicide-financial-professionals-year-alone.html
http://2paragraphs.com/2014/07/yet-another-banker-suicide-jpmorgan-exec-shoots-wife-self-in-nj/


 

The villa where Julian and Alita Knott were found shot dead 

 

 31. Jan - Mike Dueker, Suicide -- “Suicide” By 13 Meter Embankment (40-50 feet). He 

may have jumped over a 4-foot (1.2-meter) fence before falling down a 40- to 50-foot 

embankment.”  

 

Dueker worked at Seattle-based Russell for five years, and developed a business-cycle 

index that forecast economic performance. He was previously an assistant vice president 

and research economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.  

 

32. Jan - Carl Slym, SUICIDE 

 

33. Jan - Tim Dickenson, Communications Director at Swiss Re AG, SUDDEN DEATH 

cause unknown 

 

34. Dec 2013 - Robert Wilson, a retired hedge fund founder, apparent SUICIDE leaped 

to his death from his 16th floor residence 

 

35. Dec 2013 - Joseph . Ambrosio, age 34, Financial Analyst for J.P. Morgan, died 

suddenly from Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

 

36. Dec 2013 - Benjamin Idim, CAR ACCIDENT 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-2A2i5q-leyI/VKKW7dYPi8I/AAAAAAAATic/56gK5GoF7qY/s1600/01+Murder-House.jpg


 

37. Dec 2013 - Susan Hewitt - Deutsche Bank, DROWNING 

 

38. Nov 2013 - Patrick Sheehan, CAR ACCIDENT 

 

39. Nov 2013 - Michael Anthony Turner, Career Banker, CAUSE UNKNOWN 

 

40. Nov 2013 - Venera Minakhmetova Former Financial Analyst at Bank of America 

Merrill Lynch, CYCLIST HIT 

 

41. Oct 2013 - Michael Burdin, SUICIDE 

 

42. Oct 2013 - Ezdehar Husainat - former JP Morgan banker, killed in FREAK 

ACCIDENT when her SUV crushed her to death 

 

43. Sept 2013 - Guy Ratovondrahona -Madagascar central bank, Sudden death - cause 

not confirmed 

 

44. Aug 2013 - Pierre Wauthier, SUICIDE 

 

45. Aug 2013 - Moritz Erhardt, SUICIDE 

 

46. July 2013 Hussain Najadi CEO of merchant bank AIAK Group, SHOT 

 

47. July 2013 Carsten Schloter, SUICIDE 

 

48. July 2013 Sascha Schornstein - RBS in its commodity finance, MISSING 

 

49. April 2013 David William Waygood, SUICIDE 

 

50. Mar 2013 - David Rossi - communications director of troubled Italian bank Monte 

dei Paschi di Siena (MPS), SUICIDE 



 

Lethal, but not fatal (more than one way to skin a banker) 

 

51. Fang Fang - JP Morgan, China, DISGRACED 

 

52. Nick Bagnall - Director at Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, son accidentally killed himself 

while trying to re-enact a Tudor hanging 

 

53. Robin Clark - RP Martin -Wolf of Shenfield City banker shot, SURVIVED 

 

54. Kevin Bespolka - Citi Capital Advisors, Dresdner Bank, Merrill Lynch and Morgan 

Stanley, Seriously injured and son dead 

 

55. Robert Wheeler, 49, a Deutsche Bank financial advisor, DISGRACED 

 

56. Chris Latham - Bank of America, ON TRIAL, Murder for Hire 

 

57. Igor Artamonov - West Siberian Bank of Sberbank, Daughter found dead (POSSIBLE 

SUICIDE) 

 

58. Hector Sants, Barclays - resigned due to stress and exhaustion, after being told he 

risked more serious consequences to his health if he continued to work - a remarkable 

turnaround as the Church reportedly approached him two months later and was told he 

had made a full recovery. 

 

More suspicious deaths  

 

59. April 21st Bruce A. Schaal, 63, died suddenly Banker in Twin Lakes for 35 years 

 

60. April 20th Keith Barnish 58, Died Suddenly (Still working as Senior Managing 

Director at Doral Financial Corporation. Previously Bear Stearns, Bank of America 

Senior Vice President). 



 

61. March 12th Jeffrey Corzine, 31, son of MF Global CEO and Chairman Jon Corzine 

involved in major banking crime was found dead in an apparent suicide. 

 

62. Keiran Toman, 39, former banker who believed he was being stalked by a reality TV 

crew starved to death in a hotel room, after leaving the "do not disturb" sign on door for 

TWO weeks. 

 

[Highly suspicious claims, as many of us probably know that the hotel cleaning staff will 

knock on the door after 24 hours and eventually enter the room if failing to respond]. 

 

An inquest was opened after his death in July 2010 but his family asked for a second 

hearing as they were not informed. Police found all of Mr Toman's possessions in the 

room, but despite documents mentioning his family, failed to tell them he had died. –  

 63. Nicholas Austin, 49, A former bank manager from Hersden died after drinking 

antifreeze in an effort to "get high". was found in a coma by his wife Lynn at their home 

in Blackthorne Road on October 5. He died the same day.  

 

The list continues 

 

64. Melissa Millian, 54, Senior Vice President at MassMutual Financial Group, stabbed 

in the chest near a jogging alley in Connecticut. 

  

65. Karl Slym, 51, Tata Motors managing director - not a banker, but a top official that 

could be connected somehow to the others - discovered dead on the fourth floor of the 

Shangri-La hotel in Bangkok. 

 

66. Geert Tack was a private banker for ING and managed portfolios of wealthy clients 

in Blegium. The cause of death was unknown at the time of the report, but he 

disappeared in mysterious circumstances, after driving his personal car to a garage from 



which he took a replacement car to an unknown destination. His body was found in 

November 2014 near the shores of the Ostend coast.  

67. Thieu Leenen, 64, Relatiemanager ABN/AMRO, Eindhoven, Nederland 

 

68. Calogero Gambino, 41, Associate General Counsel and Managing Director at 

Deutsche Bank, America - Alleged SUICIDE by hanging.  

 

69. Thierry Leyne, 48, banker at Anatevka S.A., Israël, "apparent SUICIDE"  

 

70. Tod Robert Edward, 51, Vice President of M&T Bank, Lancaster and Harrisburg 

Offices, and served as President of the Mortgage Banker's Assn - died on August 31st, 

2014, on Grindstone Island, Clayton, NY, from injuries sustained in an accident.  

 

71. Therese Brouwer, 50, Managing Director ING, Nederland - Died in MH17 Crash - 

For me, this is absolutely HUGE. 

 

  



LIST OF DEAD SCIENTISTS  
 

 
 
Alberto Behar, Robotics expert NASA at the JPL. 

died instantly when his single-engine plane nosedived shortly after takeoff Friday from 

Van Nuys Airport He worked on two Mars missions and spent years researching how 

robots work in harsh environments like volcanoes and underwater As part of the NASA 

team exploring Mars with the Curiosity rover, Behar was responsible for a device that 

detected hydrogen on the planet’s surface as the rover moved.47-year old NASA 

Scientist Alberto Behar helped to prove that there had once been water on Mars 

according to the sad Daily Mail story published to announce his recent death in a plane 

crash that happened on Friday in LA, California.  

 

While plane crashes do happen and scientists do die, Behar’s name has now been added 

to a very long list of scientists and astronomers who have met their untimely ends 

prematurely, leading us to ask, did Behar know something that ‘they’ don’t want the rest 

of society to find out?  

 

 

 



Martin John Rogers, Tropica Disease expert with the National Institutes of 

Health. 

 

Martin John Rogers was found “near” his wrecked car down in an embankment in 

western Maryland on Thursday, September 4, 2014, after disappearing on August 21, 

2014 when he left home for work at the world-renowned research center near 

Washington, D.C. No word yet on the cause of death, an autopsy will be performed to 

determine the manner of death, according to LA Times’ The Baxter Bulletin.Here is 

where the mystery comes in. According to the report the search for Rogers didn’t start 

until a “few days after he failed to show up for work,” but on the day he disappeared he 

is seen on a surveillance and used a credit card at a Motel 8 a few hours after he 

left home.  Two days later there is a report of a sighting of Rogers on a “local trail,” 

which authorities have deemed “likely credible. While the search for Rogers is over, the s 

earch for answers regarding his disappearance and death continues. 

 

.   

 

Glenn Thomas, AIDS and Ebola expert and spokesperson for the World 

Health Organization. 

Ebola expert Glenn Thomas was among the 298 people who were killed when Malaysia 

Airlines flight MH17 was shot down and crashed in Ukraine. It is understood he was one 

of more than 100 researcherswho were aboard the flight on their way to an international 

Aids conference in Australia. Among the other delegates aboard the plane was Joep 

Lange, a leading AIDS researcher and former president of the International AIDS 

Society. 

 



 

 

Mark Ferri, 59, Nuclear engineer 

A renowned American engineer was found dead in his hotel room in Salford after his 

heart suddenly stopped working. Mark Ferri, 59, from Tennessee, had completed two 

degrees in engineering as well as an MBA before becoming a nuclear engineer.At an 

inquest into Mr Ferri’s death at Bolton Crown Court, it was heard that the dad-of-one 

was visiting Manchester on business on September 18 – the day of his death.It was said 

Mr Ferri had been under stress from his job. His wife, Michaela, told the inquest: “He 

said a number of times, this job is killing me.” Mr Ferri was originally due to return to 

the US a week earlier to see his family but was asked to remain in the UK for an extra 

week. On September 5, Mrs Ferri spoke to her husband and said that ‘he didn’t sound 

right’.  

 

  



DIED 2013 

 

 

Professor Carol Ambruster, 69, University professor and Astronomy and 

Astrophysics 

 

Officers had found nothing in Ambruster’s life or history that appeared 

suspicious. Philly.com reported; Carol W. Ambruster, 69 was found by her roommate in 

the kitchen of her apartment in the 5500 block of Wayne Avenue, Germantown with a 

knife in her neck about 9 p.m., police said. She also had been stabbed in the chest. 

 

Ambruster, a tenured professor in the department of astronomy and astrophysics at 

Villanova, retired in 2011. Ambruster attended Northeastern University, where she 

majored in physics, and received her doctorate in astronomy from the University of 

Pennsylvania in 1984. Her research interests included stars and the history of 

astronomy.  

 

 

 

Anne Szarewski, 53, pioneered the cervical cancer vaccine. 

Mystery: Doctors are still at a loss to explain Dr Anne Szarewski’s death in her 

http://philly.com/


Hampstead home in August. Doctors are still at a loss to explain what exactly caused the 

brilliant researcher’s death. She was found with high levels of an anti-malarial drug in 

her bloodstream, but doctors said this was not thought to have caused her death.  

 

The scientist who pioneered the cervical cancer vaccine was found dead by her husband 

at their £2million home after he warned she was ‘heading for a crisis’ by working too 

hard. Dr Anne Szarewski, 53, a university lecturer whose discovery has saved thousands 

of lives, was begged to slow down by her husband, who was becoming increasingly 

concerned about the pressure she was putting on herself.  

 

In August he found her dead in their four-bedroom home in West Hampstead, north 

London, after he spent two hours drilling through a door she had locked from the inside. 

Dr Szarewski is credited with discovering the link between the human papillomavirus 

and cervical cancer, leading to a vaccine for HPV – the first-ever vaccine against any 

form of cancer – which is now routinely given to girls across the country. 

 

 

 

Shane Todd, 31, Phd in electrical engineering with expertise with GaN (Gallium 

Nitride). 

 

Mystery: Dr. Todd felt increasingly uncomfortable with the work he was doing with 

the Chinese companyHuawei, to the point Shane told his family that he was being asked 

to compromise US security and he feared for his life.  



 

Shane was working on a “one of a kind” machine, with a dual use in commercial and in 

military application, requiring expertise in the area of GaN (Gallium Nitride). Shane 

refused to do what he was being asked to do and turned in his sixty day notice at IME. 

Shane found a good job with a company in Virginia, and bought a ticket to fly back to 

the US on July 1, 2012. Shane was killed late June 22nd, or 23rd, right after his last day 

of work.Shane’s death was so unusual that CBS 48 Hours did a show on it. 

 

48 HOURS: DID A SON DIE PROTECTING AMERICAN SECRETS? A 

FAMILY’S QUEST FOR THE TRUTH 

 

 

 

Dr. Richard Holmes , age 48. Weapons expert. Dr Holmes is believed to have 

worked on the production of chemical protection suits for troops. In 1991 he was the 

joint author of a scientific paper about an RAF chemical and biological protection 

system. Suicide riddle of weapons expert who worked with David Kelly: Scientist tells 

wife he is going for a walk, then takes his life in a field… just like his friend 

 Body of Dr Richard Holmes discovered in a field four miles from the Porton Down 

defence establishment 

 Police said there were no suspicious circumstances in latest case but revealed 

scientist was ‘under a great deal of stress’ 

 He resigned from Porton Down last month, but it is unclear why 

A weapons expert who worked with Dr David Kelly at the Government’s secret chemical 

warfare laboratory has been found dead in an apparent suicide. 



In circumstances strongly reminiscent of Dr Kelly’s own mysterious death nine years 

ago, the body of Dr Richard Holmes was discovered in a field four miles from the Porton 

Down defence establishment in Wiltshire. It is not yet known how he died. 

 

 

 

Melissa Ketunuti, – died January 2013 – Firefighters find charred body of 

murdered pediatrician who was hog-tied, strangled and set on fire in her basementDr. 

Kentunuti worked at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and dedicated her whole life to 

being a doctor and helping kids with cancer. According to the Philadelphia Inquirer, she 

earned a doctorate in medicine from Stanford University and had initially considered 

working as a surgeon internationally. 

 

She worked on an AIDS research fellowship in Botswana through the National Institutes 

of Health. She also completed internships at Johns Hopkins Hospital and New York 

University. 

  



 

DIED 2012 

 

 

 

Professor Dr. Richard Crowe, 60, died May 27 in an off-road accident in 

Arizona. Dr. Crowe came to UH Hilo 25 years ago and helped launch the University’s 

undergraduate astronomy program. is numerous publications and co-authored works 

added significantly to the body of astronomical literature.  

 

He regularly trained UHH student observers with the UH 24-inch telescope on Mauna 

Kea, and conducted many research programs on that telescope. In 2005, he won the 

AstroDay Excellence in Teaching Award for his efforts. In 1991, Dr. Crowe was selected 

as a Fujio Matsuda Research Fellow for his scholarly work on pulsating variable stars. 

Crowe was also active in the community. He was a longtime member of the Rotary Club 

of Hilo Bay. 

 

 



 

Gelareh Bagherzadeh, died Jan. 17, when she was shot outside her home, 

DDetectives investigating the murder of an Iranian molecular scientist gunned down in 

her car as she drove home believe she was followed or that someone was waiting for her. 

Bagherzadeh was struck by a single bullet that entered the passenger door window as 

she talked on her cell phone with her ex-boyfriend. Bagherzadeh was a molecular 

genetic technology student at M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston and also active 

in promoting Iranian women’s rights. 

 

 DIED 2011 

 

 

 

James S. Miller, 58, as a result of being attacked during a home invasion. Professor 

James Steven Miller came to Goshen College to teach in 1980, the same year he 

completed his doctorate degree in medical biochemistry at Ohio State University. He 

received his undergraduate degree in chemistry in 1975 from Bluffton (Ohio) University. 

The Goshen College Board of Directors granted Professor Miller tenure in June 1985. He 

primarily taught upper-level courses taken by students in nursing, pre-medical and 

other health-related tracks. 

 



 

 

Zachary Greene Warfield, 35, died July 4 in a boating accident on the Potomac 

River. Zack was a co-founder and a member of the Board of Directors for Omnis, Inc., a 

McLean, VA-based strategic consulting firm for the intelligence, defense and national 

security communities. He spearheaded major research initiatives and, in addition to 

helping steer the company, was directly involved in numerous projects, including 

analytic training and technology consulting.  

 

Prior to founding Omnis, Zack was an engineer and analyst for the U.S. Government 

and private industry. As a science and technology analyst, he assessed missile and space 

systems, managed technical contracts, and investigated Iraq’s Weapons of Mass 

Destruction (WMD) program as a member of the Iraq Survey Group, serving in Baghdad 

on two separate occasions. As an engineer, he worked on aerospace projects for the 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and private industry. Most notably, Zack designed 

critical guidance systems that ensured a successful landing for the Mars Exploration 

Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity; his name is inscribed on one of the rovers, and remains 

on Mars today. 

 

 

 



Jonathan Widom, 55, died July 18 of an apparent heart attack. He was a professor of 

Molecular Biosciences in the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences at Northwestern 

University. Widom focused on how DNA is packaged into chromosomes — and the 

location of nucleosomes specifically. Colleagues said the work has had profound 

implications for how genes are able to be read in the cell and how mutations outside of 

the regions that encode proteins can lead to errors and disease. 

 

 

 

 

Fanjun Meng, 29, and Chunyang Zhang, 26, drowned in a Branson hotel 

swimming pool. Both were from China and working in the anatomic pathology lab at the 

University of Missouri-Columbia. Meng was a visiting scholar and his wife, Zhang, was a 

research specialist, according to information at the university’s website.  

 

Meng was working on research looking at a possible link between pesticides and 

Parkinson’s disease.Police said the investigation is ongoing as to the cause of the 

drowning but had said earlier there was no sign of foul play. 

 

 

 

Andrei Tropinov, Sergei Rizhov, Gennadi Benyok, Nicolai Tronov and 

Valery Lyalin, in a Russian plane crash.. The five scientists were employed at the 



Hydropress factory, a member of Russia’s state nuclear corporation and had assisted in 

the development of Iran’s nuclear plant. Theyworked at the Bushehr nuclear power 

plant and helped to complete construction of it. Officially Russian investigators say that 

human error and technical malfunction caused the deadly crash, which killed 45 and left 

8 passengers surviving. 

 

 

 

Rodger Lynn Dickey, 56, from an apparent suicide Mar. 18 after he jumped 

from the Gorge Bridge.Dickey was a senior nuclear engineer with over 30 years of 

experience in support of the design, construction, start-up, and operation of commercial 

and government nuclear facilities. 

 

His expertise was in nuclear safety programmatic assessment, regulatory compliance, 

hazard assessment, safety analysis, and safety basis documentation. He completed 

project tasks in nuclear engineering design and application, nuclear waste management, 

project management, and risk management. His technical support experience included 

nuclear facility licensing, radiation protection, health and safety program assessments, 

operational readiness assessments, and systems engineering. 

 

 

 

Gregory Stone, 54, from an unknown illness Feb. 17. Stone, who was quoted 

extensively in many publications internationally after last year’s BP oil leak, was the 



director of the renowned Wave-Current Information System. Stone quickly established 

himself as an internationally respected coastal scientist who produced cutting-edge 

research and attracted millions of dollars of research support to LSU. As part of his 

research, he and the CSI Field Support Group developed a series of offshore 

instrumented stations to monitor wind, waves and currents that impact the Louisiana 

coast.  

 

The system is used by many fishermen and scientists to monitor wind, waves and 

currents off the Louisiana coast. Stone was a great researcher, teacher, mentor and 

family man. 

 

 

 

Bradley C. Livezey, 56, died in a car crash Feb. 8.Livezey knew nearly everything 

about the songs of birds and was considered the top anatomist. Livezey, curator of The 

Carnegie Museum of Natural History, never gave up researching unsolved mysteries of 

the world’s 20,000 or so avian species.  

 

Carnegie curator since 1993, Livezey oversaw a collection of nearly 195,000 specimens 

of birds, the country’s ninth largest. Livezey died in a two-car crash on Route 910, 

authorities said. An autopsy revealed he died from injuries to the head and trunk, the 

Allegheny County Medical Examiner’s Office said. Northern Regional Police are 

investigating. 

 



 

 

Dr Massoud Ali Mohammadi, 50, was assassinated Jan. 11 when a remote-

control bomb inside a motorcycle near his car was detonated. This professor of nuclear 

physics at Tehran University was politically active and his name was on a list of Tehran 

University staff who supported Mir Hossein Mousavi according to Newsweek. The 

London Times reports that Dr. Ali-Mohammadi told his students to speak out against 

the unjust elections.  

 

He stated “We have to stand up to this lot. Don’t be afraid of a bullet. It only hurts at the 

beginning.” Iran seems to be systematically assassinating high level professors and 

doctors who speak out against the regime of President Ahmadinejad. However, Iran 

proclaims that Israel and America used the “killing as a means of thwarting the 

country’s nuclear program” per Newsweek. 

 

DIED 2010 

 

John (Jack) P. Wheeler III, 66. last seen Dec. 30found dead in a Delaware 

landfill, fought to get the Vietnam Memorial built and served in two Bush 

administrations. His death has been ruled a homicide by Newark, Del. police. Wheeler 

graduated from West Point in 1966, and had a law degree from Yale and a business 

degree from Harvard.  



 

His military career included serving in the office of the Secretary of Defense and writing 

a manual on the effectiveness of biological and chemical weapons, which recommended 

that the United States not use biological weapons. 

 

 

Mark A. Smith, 45. Died Nov. 15 renowned Alzheimer’s disease researcher has died 

after being hit by a car in Ohio. Smith was a pathology professor at Case Western 

Reserve University and director of basic science research at the university’s memory and 

cognition center. He also was executive director of the American Aging Association and 

co-editor-in-chief of the Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease. He is listed as the No. 3 “most 

prolific” Alzheimer’s disease researcher, with 405 papers written, by the international 

medical Journal. 

 

 

Chitra Chauhan, 33. Died Nov. 15 was found dead in an apparent suicide by 

cyanide at a Temple Terrace hotel, police said. Chauhan left a suicide note saying she 

used cyanide. Hazmat team officials said the cyanide was found only in granular form, 

meaning it was not considered dangerous outside of the room it was found in.  

 



The chemical is considered more dangerous in a liquid or gas form. Potassium Cyanide, 

the apparent cause of death, is a chemical commonly used by universities in teaching 

chemistry and conducting research, but it was not used in the research projects she was 

working on.  

 

Chauhan, a molecular biologist, was a post-doctoral researcher in the Global Health 

department in the College of Public Health. She earned her doctorate from the Institute 

of Genomics and Integrative Biology in New Delhi, India, in 2005, then studied 

mosquitoes and disease transmission at the University of Notre Dame. 

 

 

Franco Cerrina, 62. Died July 12 was found dead in a lab at BU’s Photonics Center 

on Monday morning. The cause of death is not yet known, but have ruled out homicide. 

Cerrina joined the faculty of BU in 2008 after spending 24 years on the faculty at the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison.  

 

He co-founded five companies, including NimbleGen Systems, Genetic Assemblies 

(merged with Codon Devices in 2006), Codon Devices, Biolitho, and Gen9, according to 

Nanowerk News. NimbleGen, a Madison, WI-based provider of DNA microarray 

technology, was sold to Basel, Switzerland-based Roche in 2007 for $272.5 million. 

Cerrina, chairman of the electrical and computer engineering department, came to BU 

two years ago from the University of Wisconsin at Madison as a leading scholar in 

optics, lithography, and nanotechnology, according to his biography on the university 



website. The scholar was responsible for establishing a new laboratory in the Photonics 

Center. 

 

 

Vajinder Toor, 34. Died April 26 shot and killed outside his home in Branford, 

Conn. Toor worked at Kingsbrook Jewish Medical Center in New York before joining 

Yale. 

 

 

Joseph Morrissey, 46. Died April 6 as a victim of a home invasion. The autopsy 

revealed that the professor died from a stab wound. Although the cause of death was 

first identified as a gun shot wound, the autopsy revealed that the professor died from a 

stab wound. Morrissey joined NSU in May 2009 as an associate professor and taught 

one elective class on immunopharmacology in the College of Pharmacy. 

 



 

 

Maria Ragland Davis, 52. Died February 13 at the hand 

of neurobiologist Amy Bishop. Her background was in chemical engineering and 

biochemistry, and she specialized in plant pathology and biotechnology applications. 

She had a doctorate in biochemistry and had worked as a postdoctoral research fellow at 

the Monsanto Company in St. Louis.  

 

She was hired at the University of Alabama after a seven-year stint as a senior scientist 

in the plant-science department at Research Genetics Inc. (later Invitrogen), also in 

Huntsville. 

 

 

 

Gopi K. Podila, 54. Died February 13 at the hand of neurobiologist Amy 

Bishop, Indian American biologist, noted academician, and faculty member at the 

University of Alabama in Huntsville. He listed his research interests as engineering tree 

biomass for bioenergy, functional genomics of plant-microbe interactions, plant 

molecular biology and biotechnology.  

 

http://www.stevequayle.com/?s=146#Anchor-49575


In particular, Padila studied genes that regulate growth in fast growing trees, especially 

poplar and aspen. He has advocated prospective use of fast growing trees and grasses as 

an alternative to corn sources for producing ethanol. 

 

 

 

Adriel D. Johnson Sr. , 52. Died February 13 at the hand 

of neurobiologist Amy Bishop. His research involved aspects of gastrointestinal 

physiology specifically pancreatic function in vertebrates. 

 

 

 

Amy Bishop, 45, Neurobiologist – murdered three fellow scientists 

February 13 after being denied tenure. Dead biology professors are: G. K. Podila, the 

department’s chairman, a native of India; Maria Ragland Davis; and Adriel D. Johnson 

Sr. 

 

DIED 2009 



 

 

Keith Fagnou, 38. Died November 11 of H1N1. His research focused on improving 

the preparation of complex molecules for petrochemical, pharmaceutical or industrial 

uses. Keith’s advanced and out–of-the-box thinking overturned prior ideas of what is 

possible in the chemistry field. 

 

 

Stephen Lagakos, 63. Died October 12 in an auto collision, wife, Regina, 61, 

and his mother, Helen, 94, were also killed in the crash, as was the driver of 

the other car, Stephen Krause, 52, of Keene, N.H. Lagakos centered his efforts 

on several fronts in the fight against AIDS particularly how and when HIV-infected 

women transmitted the virus to their children. In addition, he developed sophisticated 

methods to improve the accuracy of estimated HIV incidence rates. He also contributed 

to broadening access to antiretroviral drugs to people in developing countries. 

 



 

Malcolm Casadaban, 60. Died Sept. 13 of plague. Casadaban, a renowned 

molecular geneticist with a passion for new research, had been working to develop an 

even stronger vaccine for the plague. The medical center says the plague bacteria he 

worked with was a weakened strain that isn’t known to cause illness in healthy adults. 

The strain was approved by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for 

laboratory studies. 

 

 

 

Wallace L. Pannier, 81. Died Aug. 6 of respiratory failure and other natural 

causes. Pannier, a germ warfare scientist whose top-secret projects included a mock 

attack on the New York subway with powdered bacteria in 1966. Mr. Pannier worked at 

Fort Detrick, a US Army installation in Frederick that tested biological weapons during 

the Cold War and is now a center for biodefense research.  

 

He worked in the Special Operations Division, a secretive unit operating there from 

1949 to 1969, according to family members and published reports. The unit developed 

and tested delivery systems for deadly agents such as anthrax and smallpox. 

 



 

August “Gus” Watanabe, 67. Died June 9, found dead outside a cabin in 

Brown County. Friends discovered the body, a .38-caliber handgun and a three-page 

note at the scene. They said he had been depressed following the death last month of his 

daughter Nan Reiko Watanabe Lewis. She died at age 44 while recovering from elective 

surgery. Watanabe was one of the five highest-paid officers of Indianapolis 

pharmaceutical maker Eli Lilly and Co. when he retired in 2003. 

 

 

Caroline Coffey, 28. Died June 3, from massive cuts to her throat. Hikers 

found the body of the Cornell Univ. post-doctoral bio-medicine researcher along a 

wooded trail in the park, just outside Ithaca, N.Y., where the Ivy League school is 

located. Her husband was hospitalized under guard after a police chase and their 

apartment set on fire. 

 

 



Nasser Talebzadeh Ordoubadi, 53. Died February 14, of “suspicious” 

causes. Dr. Noah (formerly Nasser Talebzadeh Ordoubadi) is described in his 

American biography as a pioneer of Mind-Body-Quantum medicine who lectured in five 

countries and ran a successful health care center General Medical Clinics Inc. in King 

County, Washington for 15 years after suffering a heart attack in 1989. Among his 

notable accomplishments was discovering an antitoxin treatment for bioweapons. 

 

DIED 2008 

 

Bruce Edwards Ivins, 62. Died July 29, of an overdose. He committed suicide 

prior to formal charges being filed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation for an alleged 

criminal connection to the 2001 anthrax attacks. Ivins was likely solely responsible for 

the deaths of five persons, and the injury of dozens of others, resulting from the 

mailings of several anonymous letters to members of Congress and members of the 

media in September and October, 2001, which letters contained Bacillus anthracis, 

commonly referred to as anthrax. Ivins was a coinventor on two US patents for anthrax 

vaccine technology. 

 

 



 

Laurent Bonomo and Gabriel Ferez, both 23. Died July 3, after being bound, 

gagged, stabbed and set alight. Laurent, a student in the proteins that cause 

infectious disease, had been stabbed 196 times with half of them being administered to 

his back after he was dead. Gabriel, who hoped to become an expert in ecofriendly fuels, 

suffered 47 separate injuries. 

 

  



DIED 2007 
 

 

Yongsheng Li, age 29. Died: sometime after 4 p.m. on March 10, when he was 

last seen as a result of unknown causes. He was found in a pond between the Women’s 

Sports Complex and State Botanical Gardens on South Milledge Avenue Sunday and had 

been missing 16 days. Li was a doctoral student from China who studied receptor cells in 

Regents Professor David Puett’s biochemistry and molecular biology laboratory. 

 

 

Dr. Mario Alberto Vargas Olvera, age 52. Died: Oct. 6, 2007 as a result of 

several blunt-force injuries to his head and neck. Ruled as murder. Found in his home. 

He was a nationally and internationally recognized biologist. 

 

DIED 2006 

 

Yoram Kaufman, age 57 (one day before his 58th birthday). Died: May 31, 

2006 when he was struck by an automobile while riding his bicycle near the Goddard 

center’s campus in Greenbelt. Dr. Kaufman began working at the space flight center in 



1979 and spent his entire career there as a research scientist. His primary fields were 

meteorology and climate change, with a specialty in analyzing aerosols — airborne solid 

and liquid particles in the atmosphere. In recent years, he was senior atmospheric 

scientist in the Earth-Sun Exploration Division and played a key role in the development 

of NASA’s Terra satellite, which collects data about the atmosphere. 

 

  



 

HIGHLEVEL MILLIONAIR DEAD BANKERS –CAUSE OF DEATH 

 

The deaths of 48 high level bankers recently is even more striking bizarre due to the 

number and manner they all died. What are the odds these high-level, multi-millionaire 

bankers who are often described as happy people would kill themselves in the most 

strangest of ways? 

 

Are these bankers being killed in order to stave off prosecution by the banks? 

Our entire monetary system is a Ponzi scheme, are big banks scared of a whistleblower 

coming forward to expose all the corruption, leading to a loss of confidence and crash of 

the system? 

 

 

 

 
The latest 3 banker-deaths came with a fiery New York train crash due to an SUV 

Mercedes sitting on the tracks in true Hollywood-style. 

 

The deaths of bankers are always ruled a suicide, even though they reek of something 

more sinster. From the banker who slashed his own throat and somehow put 



the knife under his body afterwards to the banker who somehow crushed 

himself with his own SUV, many of these ‘suicides’ were seemingly 

committed with a ‘vengeance’. 

 

LIST OF DEAD BANKERS 2015 (NOT INCLUDING THE ABOVE 3) 
  
1. Nov – Shawn Miller, 42, Citigroup managing director – found dead in bathtub with 
throat slashed. Murder weapon is missing. – Reference. 
 
2. Oct – Edmund Reilly, 47, a trader at Midtown’s Vertical Group, threw himself in 
front of a speeding Long Island Rail Road commuter train. – Reference. 
 

3. Jan – William ‘Bill’ Broeksmit, 58, HUNG/POSSIBLE SUICIDE – Reference. 

4. June – Richard Gravino, 49, Application Team Lead, JP Morgan, SUDDEN DEATH 
cause unknown/pending 

5. June – James McDonald – President & CEO of Rockefeller & Co – apparently self-
inflicted, GUNSHOT WOUND 

6. May – Thomas Schenkman, 42, Managing Director of Global Infrastructure, JP 
Morgan, SUDDEN DEATH, cause unknown/pending 

7. May – Naseem Mubeen – Assistant Vice President ZBTL Bank, Islamabad, SUICIDE 
jumped 

8. May – Daniel Leaf – senior manager at the Bank of Scotland/Saracen Fund 
Managers, FELL OFF A CLIFF 

9. May – Nigel Sharvin – Senior Relationship Manager Ulster Bank 
manage portfolio of distressed businesses, ACCIDENTAL DROWNING 
 
10. April – Lydia (no surname given) 52, France’s Bred-Banque-Populaire, SUICIDE 
jumped – Reference. 
 
11. April – Li Jianhua, 49, Non-bank Financial Institutions Supervision Department of 
the regulator, HEART ATTACK 
 

12. April – Benedict Philippens, Director/Manager Bank Ans-Saint-Nicolas, SHOT 

13. April – Tanji Dewberry – Assistant Vice President, Credit Suisse, HOUSE FIRE 

http://www.michaeltyler.co.uk/?feed-stats-url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy56ZXJvaGVkZ2UuY29tL25ld3MvMjAxNC0xMS0xOS9zZW5pb3ItY2l0aS1iYW5rZXItZm91bmQtZGVhZC1iYXRodHViLXNsYXNoZWQtdGhyb2F0&feed-stats-url-post-id=3141
http://www.michaeltyler.co.uk/?feed-stats-url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5kYWlseW1haWwuY28udWsvbmV3cy9hcnRpY2xlLTI1Nzk3NjkvTWFuaGF0dGFuLXRyYWRlci10aHJvd3MtY29tbXV0ZXItdHJhaW4tbWFyay0xMXRoLXN1aWNpZGUtZmluYW5jaWFsLXByb2Zlc3Npb25hbHMteWVhci1hbG9uZS5odG1s&feed-stats-url-post-id=3141
http://www.michaeltyler.co.uk/?feed-stats-url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5kYWlseW1haWwuY28udWsvbmV3cy9hcnRpY2xlLTI1Nzk3NjkvTWFuaGF0dGFuLXRyYWRlci10aHJvd3MtY29tbXV0ZXItdHJhaW4tbWFyay0xMXRoLXN1aWNpZGUtZmluYW5jaWFsLXByb2Zlc3Npb25hbHMteWVhci1hbG9uZS5odG1s&feed-stats-url-post-id=3141
http://www.michaeltyler.co.uk/?feed-stats-url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5sZXBhcmlzaWVuLmZyL3ZhbC1kZS1tYXJuZS05NC91bmUtY2VsbHVsZS1wc3ktYS1sYS1icmVkLWFwcmVzLWxlLXN1aWNpZGUtZC11bmUtc2FsYXJpZWUtMjMtMDQtMjAxNC0zNzg5MzkxLnBocCN4dHJlZj1odHRwJTNBJTJGJTJGd3d3Lnplcm9oZWRnZS5jb20lMkZuZXdzJTJGMjAxNC0wNC0yNCUyRjUyLXllYXItb2xkLWZyZW5jaC1iYW5rZXItanVtcHMtaGVyLWRlYXRoLXBhcmlzLWFmdGVyLXF1ZXN0aW9uaW5nLWhlci1zdXBlcmlvcnM%3D&feed-stats-url-post-id=3141


14. April – Amir Kess, co-founder and managing director Markstone Capital Group 
private equity fund, CYCLIST HIT BY CAR 

15. April – Juergen Frick, 48, Bank Frick & Co. AG, SHOT Dead 

16. April – Jan Peter Schmittmann – former CEO of Dutch Bank ABN Amro, (Possibly 
suicide, SHOT) 

17. April – Andrew Jarzyk – Assistant Vice President, Commercial Banking at PNC 
Financial Services Group, MISSING/DEAD 

18. March – Mohamed Hamwi – System Analyst at Trepp, a financial data and 
analytics firm, SHOT 

19. March – Joseph Giampapa – JP Morgan lawyer, CYCLIST HIT BY MINIVAN 

20. March – Kenneth Bellando, 28, (youngest) former JP Morgan, SUICIDE, 
allegedly jumping from his apartment building. –Reference. 
 

21. Feb – John Ruiz Morgan Stanley Municipal Debt Analyst, died suddenly, NO 
CAUSE GIVEN 

22. Feb – Jason Alan Salais, 34, Information Technology specialist at JPMorgan, 
FOUND DEAD outside a Walgreens pharmacy 

23. Feb – Autumn Radtke, CEO of First Meta Bitcoin, a cyber-currency exchange firm, 
“Suspected SUICIDE” – Reference. 
 
24. Feb – James Stuart Jr., Former National Bank of Commerce CEO, FOUND DEAD 
– Reference. 
 
26. Feb – Li Junjie, JP Morgan, Alleged SUICIDE after jumping from the JP Morgan 
HQ in Hong Kong – Reference. 
 
27. Feb – Ryan Henry Crane, 37, Executive at JP Morgan, SUDDEN DEATH cause 
unknown – Reference. 
 
28. Feb – Richard Talley – A coroner’s spokeswoman Thursday said Talley was found 
in his garage by a family member who called authorities. They said Talley died from 
seven or eight self-inflicted wounds from a nail gun fired into his torso and head. –
Reference. 
 
29. Jan – Gabriel Magee, 39, JP Morgan employee, dead after allegedly jumping from 
the rooftop of JP Morgan HQ in Europe –Reference. 
 
30. July – Julian Knott, 45, JPMorgan Executive Director, Global Tier 3 Network 
Operations, allegedly shot his wife multiple times, then shot himself dead. – Reference. 
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31. Jan – Mike Dueker, Suicide – “Suicide” By 13 Meter Embankment (40-50 feet). He 
may have jumped over a 4-foot (1.2-meter) fence before falling down a 40- to 50-foot 
embankment.” – Reference. 
 
32. Jan – Carl Slym, SUICIDE 

33. Jan – Tim Dickenson, Communications Director at Swiss Re AG, SUDDEN DEATH 
cause unknown 

34. Dec 2013 – Robert Wilson, a retired hedge fund founder, apparent SUICIDE leaped 
to his death from his 16th floor residence 
 

35. Dec 2013 – Joseph . Ambrosio, age 34, Financial Analyst for J.P. Morgan, died 
suddenly from Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

36. Dec 2013 – Benjamin Idim, CAR ACCIDENT 

37. Dec 2013 – Susan Hewitt – Deutsche Bank, DROWNING 

38. Nov 2013 – Patrick Sheehan, CAR ACCIDENT 

39. Nov 2013 – Michael Anthony Turner, Career Banker, CAUSE UNKOWN 

40. Nov 2013 – Venera Minakhmetova Former Financial Analyst at Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch, CYCLIST HIT 

41. Oct 2013 – Michael Burdin, SUICIDE 

42. Oct 2013 – Ezdehar Husainat – former JP Morgan banker, killed in FREAK 
ACCIDENT when her SUV crushed her to death 

43. Sept 2013 – Guy Ratovondrahona -Madagascar central bank, Sudden death – 
cause not confirmed 

44. Aug 2013 – Pierre Wauthier, SUICIDE 

45. Aug 2013 – Moritz Erhardt, SUICIDE 

46. July 2013 Hussain Najadi CEO of merchant bank AIAK Group, SHOT 

47. July 2013 Carsten Schloter, SUICIDE 

48. July 2013 Sascha Schornstein – RBS in its commodity finance, MISSING 

49. April 2013 David William Waygood, SUICIDE 

http://www.michaeltyler.co.uk/?feed-stats-url=aHR0cDovL3RyYWRld2l0aGRhdmUuY29tLz9wPTIwMDk0&feed-stats-url-post-id=3141


50. Mar 2013 – David Rossi – communications director of troubled Italian bank Monte 
dei Paschi di Siena (MPS), SUICIDE 

Lethal, but not fatal (more than one way to skin a banker) 

51. Fang Fang – JP Morgan, China, DISGRACED 

52. Nick Bagnall – Director at Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, son accidentally killed 
himself while trying to re-enact a Tudor hanging 

53. Robin Clark – RP Martin -Wolf of Shenfield City banker shot, SURVIVED 

54. Kevin Bespolka – Citi Capital Advisors, Dresdner Bank, Merrill Lynch and Morgan 
Stanley, Seriously injured and son dead 

55. Robert Wheeler, 49, a Deutsche Bank financial advisor, DISGRACED 

56. Chris Latham – Bank of America, ON TRIAL, Murder for Hire 

57. Igor Artamonov – West Siberian Bank of Sberbank, Daughter found dead 
(POSSIBLE SUICIDE) 

58. Hector Sants, Barclays – resigned due to stress and exhaustion, after being told he 
risked more serious consequences to his health if he continued to work – a remarkable 
turnaround as the Church reportedly approached him two months later and was told 
he had made a full recovery. 
 
More suspicious deaths 
 

59. April 21st Bruce A. Schaal, 63, died suddenly Banker in Twin Lakes for 35 years 

60. April 20th Keith Barnish 58, Died Suddenly (Still working as Senior Managing 
Director at Doral Financial Corporation. Previously Bear Stearns, Bank of America 
Senior Vice President). 

61. March 12th Jeffrey Corzine, 31, son of MF Global CEO and Chairman Jon Corzine 
involved in major banking crime was found dead in an apparent suicide. 

62. Keiran Toman, 39, former banker who believed he was being stalked by a reality 
TV crew starved to death in a hotel room, after leaving the “do not disturb” sign on 
door for TWO weeks. 
[Highly suspicious claims, as many of us probably know that the hotel cleaning staff 
will knock on the door after 24 hours and eventually enter the room if failing to 
respond]. 

An inquest was opened after his death in July 2010 but his family asked for a second 
hearing as they were not informed. Police found all of Mr Toman’s possessions in the 



room, but despite documents mentioning his family, failed to tell them he had died. –
Reference. 
 
63. Nicholas Austin, 49, A former bank manager from Hersden died after drinking 
antifreeze in an effort to “get high”. was found in a coma by his wife Lynn at their 
home in Blackthorne Road on October 5.  
 
He died the same day. – Reference. 
“I took special note of the last one – he died drinking antifreeze in an attempt to “get 
high”! Funny one that is, as if a banker would be stupid enough to try that. The list is 
shocking, I never saw so many suicides and car accidents.  
 
No gall bladder stones, cancer deaths, strokes, or simply falling ill, it is just a litany of 
action. That pretty much says it all.” – 
 
The list continues… 
64. Melissa Millian, 54, Senior Vice President at MassMutual Financial Group, stabbed 
in the chest near a jogging alley in Connecticut – Reference. 
 

65. Karl Slym, 51, Tata Motors managing director – not a banker, but a top official 
that could be connected somehow to the others – discovered dead on the fourth floor of 
the Shangri-La hotel in Bangkok. 

 

66. Geert Tack was a private banker for ING and managed portfolios of wealthy 
clients in Blegium. The cause of death was unknown at the time of the report, but he 
disappeared in mysterious circumstances, after driving his personal car to a garage 
from which he took a replacement car to an unknown destination. His body was found 
in November 2014 near the shores of the Ostend coast. – Reference. 
 

67. Thieu Leenen, 64, Relatiemanager ABN/AMRO, Eindhoven, Nederland 

68. Calogero Gambino, 41, Associate General Counsel and Managing Director at 
Deutsche Bank, America – Alleged SUICIDE by hanging – Reference. 
 
69. Thierry Leyne, 48, banker at Anatevka S.A., Israël, “apparent SUICIDE”-
 Reference. 
 
70. Tod Robert Edward, 51, Vice President of M&T Bank, Lancaster and Harrisburg 
Offices, and served as President of the Mortgage Banker’s Assn – died on August 31st, 
2014, on Grindstone Island, Clayton, NY, from injuries sustained in an accident. –
Reference. 
 
71. Therese Brouwer, 50, Managing Director ING, Nederland – Died in MH17 Crash – 
For me, this is absolutely HUGE 
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72. Jan 2015 – Thomas S. Gilbert Sr, 70, Hedge fund manager. Shot by his son for 
reducing his allowance.  
 
 

Are these deaths just a coincidence?  YOU DECIDE 

  



DEAD JOURNALISTS  

 

When it comes to the media, totalitarian governments make sure to have everything 

under their thumb. Whoever controls the media controls the mind, as Jim Morrison 

famously stated. 

What are the chances that 3 hard hitting journalists who all work within ‘sensitive’ areas 

would all die within 24 hours? 

We’ve seen several suspicious deaths within the journalism field as well. From the 

strange car crash of investigative journalist Michael Hastings to the death of Andrew 

Breitbart, both were just about to expose many of ‘Obama’s secrets’. 

 

 

 

 

YET, before we segue to the recent droppings, let’s recap on a few other “mysterious” 

and convenient deaths – F/B/O Obama Inc! 

RECAP ONE: 



 

 

WHO remembers the fiery death of Michael Hastings, an investigative 

journalist, the purveyor of many hidden secrets, least of which detailed the trade of 

top Taliban terrorists for the “exchange” of deserter Bergdahl? Additionally, how 

many know – prior to his untimely death – he was prepping for the release of an 

EXPLOSIVE exposé re HUSSEIN Obama and his (well hidden) bonafides, its 

fingerprints leading straight back to the CIA’s John Brennan?  How about said (drop 

dead) timing? 

AS demonstrated at this site, Hastings had to be eliminated. Devious as that. 

Unreservedly, severalcommentaries were necessary to build the case. 

Case One:  

SPECIFICALLY, in July 2013, many questions surfaced, regarding the “mysterious” car 

crash which took the life of Michael Hastings. The uncovered anomalies had 

no relationship to the sad fact that countless die inautomobile accidents. However, this 

was NOT an accident, as demonstrated within. 

 

Case Two: 

http://adinakutnicki.com/2014/08/17/obamas-assassination-teamstaliban-trade-bowe-bergdahl-necessitated-eliminating-investigative-journalist-michael-hastings-commentary-by-adina-kutnicki/
http://adinakutnicki.com/2014/08/17/obamas-assassination-teamstaliban-trade-bowe-bergdahl-necessitated-eliminating-investigative-journalist-michael-hastings-commentary-by-adina-kutnicki/
http://adinakutnicki.com/2013/07/22/michael-hastings-his-mysterious-fiery-crash-investigative-reporter-came-too-close-for-obama-incs-comfort-commentary-by-adina-kutnicki/


ALMOST immediately, a follow on report ensued. It was not for nothing. Yes, at this 

juncture it became clear that a hit was taken out on Hastings. Resultant, it 

was obligatory to point out all of its “strangeness”. 

ENTER: CIA’s John Brennan via a targeted assassination. To an absolute certainty, 

Hastings was in the midst of building a case against the head spook! In tandem, he was 

knee deep in exposing the NSA’s out of control “techniques” too. All of it traced 

back to Obama Inc.! 

 

CURIOUS and even more curious. A head scratcher. 

 

Case Three: 

There’s more. Do readers recall this “mysterious” death? 

 

MYSTERY GROWS: JOURNALIST DIED  

 

Andrew Breitbart, an investigative journalist and a conservative powerhouse, 

was about to expose some of HUSSEIN Obama’s hidden secrets, and he 

too, suddenly collapsed! NOW, isn’t it also curious…and even MORE curious…that his 

coroner wound up dead, and from arsenic poisoning too? The unexpected death of 

conservative commentator Andrew Breitbart just got a whole lot more mysterious.  

 

Only two months after Breitbart’s passing, the coroner that investigated the cause of 

death may have succumbed to arsenic poisoning. Michael Cormier, 61, passed away on 

April 20, the Los Angeles Times reports this week. Although Cormier’s death is only 

being publicized now, the timing of actual passing actually came within hours of the 

release of the preliminary autopsy report of Breitbart. 

 

Commenting to the Times on the latest news, Lt. Alan Hamilton of the Los Angeles 

Police Department says that investigators have not ruled out foul play in the death of 

http://adinakutnicki.com/2013/08/24/the-targeted-assassination-of-michael-hastings-the-question-is-no-longer-was-the-investigative-reporter-murdered-but-who-ordered-the-hit-commentary-by-adina-kutnicki/
http://adinakutnicki.com/2014/01/06/nsas-monstrous-lie-decodedinvasion-of-privacy-deceitfully-predicated-on-war-on-terror-commentary-by-adina-kutnicki/


Cormier. Authorities have yet to confirm how they believe arsenic entered his system — 

or if the coroner was deliberately poisoned — but Cormier passed away after being 

admitted to a hospital in Burbank, California last month after 

displaying symptoms typical with the illness. 

 

Now as investigators consider how Cormier’s life came to an end, others are still probing 

the untimely passing of Breitbart, an event which spawned conspiracy theories within 

minutes. As some have spent the last several weeks considering the pieces of the puzzle 

involving the journalist’s death, an unusual twist has been added to the mix. 

 

Hours after the death of Breitbart was confirmed in early March, skeptics were quick to 

question what role his passing may have had in relation to a public address he delivered 

earlier in 2012. Speaking to the audience at the Conservative Political 

Action Conference in Washington, D.C. only weeks earlier, Breitbart claimed he had 

videos that would end the political career of US President Barack Obama. 

 

“I have videos, this election we’re going to vet him,” Breitbart said back in 

February “We are going to vet him from his college days to show you why 

racial division and class warfare are central to what hope and change 

was sold in 2008.” 

 

Although investigators would go on to call Breitbart’s March 1 death the result 

of heart failure, even some of his personal friends put forth the notion that it was an 

inside job.“He told me RECENTLY he had big dirt on Obama… MANY 

believe it’s murder!” radio host, Mancow Muller, tweeted after his death, adding in 

a similar micro message that he had his doubts about the initial reports of natural 

causes. 

 



Speaking to reporters at Los Angeles’s KABC News, investigators with the LA Police 

Department say that doctors at the hospital that Cormier died at have raised suspicions 

over the coroner’s death…. 

MORE of the same… 

According to Dr. Jim Garrow (ex CIA agent), Andrew Breitbart did not die from 

natural causes, but was killed by the Obama Administration. 

 

Best-selling author of techno-military thrillers Tom Clancy died on Oct. 2 at the age of 

66. 

 

The New York Times said Clancy died at Johns Hopkins Hospital after a brief 

illness. But neither Clancy’s lawyer, J.W. Thompson Webb, nor his longtime publisher, 

Ivan Held, president of G. P. Putnam’s Sons, said they knew the precise cause of death. 

Under “cause of death” on Clancy’s autopsy is “cause of death unknown.” 

 

When Clancy wrote The Hunt for Red October, he was met at the door by 

Pentagon officials and FBI agents demanding to know where he got top-secret 

documents. Dr. Garrow states that after the incident, the CIA “spoon fed” him classified 

information and scenarios to write his novels in a manner that was entertaining but 

contained elements of truth. Garrow says that is why Clancy was killed because he was 

getting too close to a secret they don’t want the world to know. 

 

Dr. Garrow states Obama had Tom Clancy killed as well, noting that it takes 5 days for 

plant toxins and most poisons to break down and leave no traces in the human body. 

Strangely (or not), doctors did not perform an autopsy on Clancy’s body for 5 days. 

 

Garrow ended his radio interview with one last revelation. 

He said the Obama administration is made up of Marxist Muslims who all take their 

orders from Senior Adviser to the President, Iranian-born Valerie Jarrett. Garrow said it 



is well known to intelligence agencies all over the world that Obama is a foreign plant 

who was placed on the path to the presidency by ultra-rich Saudi nationals. This is why 

all of Obama’s education records have been permanently sealed. AGAIN, fortuitous 

timings…for the Traitor-in-Chief! 

 

It is often said that life imitates art. In the case of the dead financial executives, perhaps 

death imitates theater, or more specifically, the movie The International, which was 

coincidentally released in U.S. theaters exactly five years ago today. 

 

We are told by the media that the untimely deaths of these young men and men in their 

prime are either suicides or tragic accidents. We are told what to believe by the captured 

and controlled media, regardless of how unusual or unlikely the circumstances, or how 

implausible the explanation. Such are the hallmarks of high level criminality and the 

involvement of a certain U.S. intelligence agency intent on keeping the lid on money 

laundering on a global scale. 

 

BACK, to the “sudden” (yet again) deaths of the latest victims, all within 24 hours: 

Ned Colt of (NBC) dropped dead of a stroke. . . he was “supposedly” kidnapped during 

the Iraq war for several days, then freed? 

 

Ned joined the International Rescue Committee in April 2011 as our regional media 

manager for the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia. His reporting from the field 

and work with the press helped raise awareness of the impact of the war in Syria and 

other crises on the lives of ordinary people. IRC colleagues remember him with warmth 

and recall his dedication to bringing under reported humanitarian needs into the 

spotlight. 

 



Prior to his work with the IRC, Ned served as a foreign correspondent in London for 

NBC News and spent eight years traveling out of Hong Kong as NBC’s Asia 

correspondent. His reports from more than 75 countries have been broadcast by the 

BBC, NBC, CBC, PBS, ITV, NPR and other global media outlets. 

Ned left the IRC in February 2014 to report on refugee crises for the United Nations. 

 

Bob Simon of (CBS) died in a car crash he was “supposedly” kidnapped held captive for 

40 days in an Iraq jail. 

 

In his 47 years at CBS, Mr. Simon won 27 Emmy Awards and four Peabody Awards, 

according to the network, making him one of the most highly honored correspondents 

in television history. He began contributing to “60 Minutes” in the 1990s and became a 

full-time correspondent for the popular CBS Sunday-night magazine program in 2005. 

 

Among his dozens of stories, he interviewed failed suicide bombers in the Middle East, 

reported on the massacre of thousands of civilians in Bosnia and chronicled determined 

musicians in Africa. This past Sunday, he interviewed director Ava DuVernay about her 

Oscar-nominated film, “Selma.” 

 

“Bob was for the last five decades simply one of the best, in my opinion, at getting a 

story, telling a story, writing a story and making it simply unforgettable,” Anderson 

Cooper, a “60 Minutes” contributor, said Wednesday on CNN. He called Mr. Simon “a 

warrior-poet who loved life and loved people.” 

 

He was known for his dashing appearance, often appearing on screen in a safari jacket 

or trench coat, and for his willingness to challenge authority all over the world. He 



confronted Israeli officials about the killing of Palestinian civilians — and was equally 

blunt in questioning Palestinians about attacks on Israelis. 

 

David Carr (NY Times) died after interviewing Edward Snowden, and had just come out 

against Brian Williams from NBC while on CBS… calling Williams out for lying about 

being shot down in the Iraq war. 

 

Bob Hager the NBC aviation expert now has a head on crash…still among the 

living…hmm. 

 

And of course Brian Williams is off the air for lying about the Iraq war. 

THREE journalists dead within 24 hours, here in the United States (not in a war zone). 

 

Did they know something that ‘we’ do not know? Is there a current campaign to silence 

the truth? 

 

During the latter part of his career, Hager’s focus shifted from foreign affairs to a wide 

range of domestic issues. Hager persuaded NBC to relocate him to the Washington DC 

bureau, but because all of the traditional political beats had already been filled, he 

decided to mold himself as a “consumer reporter.” 

 

 Hager had a unique sense of urgency in his reporting style which helped him carve out a 

niche in the areas of weather and transportation, aviation in particular. He reported on 

many major airline accidents, including TWA Flight 800 and Pan Am Flight 103. He 

also covered many of the major hurricanes that hit the United States during his 35 year 

tenure. 

 

 During his years at the DC bureau, Hager became one of the most visible reporters on 

television….. 



 

In March of 2014 he again returned to NBC to report on the loss of Malaysia Airlines 

flight 370. Hager returned to the air again in July of 2014 (on MSNBC) to provide his 

expertise and commentary on the shoot down of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17, in which 

298 people died. 

 

  



Conclusion: 

Are All These Deaths of Millionaire Bankers, Top Scientists and Brilliant Journalist just 

a coincidence?  I’m just the messenger.  YOU DECIDE. 

One thing for sure, it’s not talked about much by our media and the police and other 

investigators appear to be equally as scared to talk about it. 

Another thing. If these situations are not coincidences and if these wealthy and highly 

intelligent people have been murdered, then WHAT WILL THEY DO TO YOU?   You 

decide. 

  



Visit My Website. 
 

Please visit my website for more information that will make blood squirt from your eyes. 

Discover information inside my eBooks that most people do not know exist. 

Go here to get more shocking and powerful information.  If you benefited and found 

value in this eBook, then please spread the word and leave a favorable review that will 

encourage others to discover this material.  Thank you very much. 

For More SHOCK eBooks go here.   

I have a collection you may find interesting. 
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